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In Gear
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ROTARY CLUB OF BEAUMARIS WEEKLY BULLETIN

Next Meetings

Presidents Report

THURSDAY 18 FEBRUARY

We seemed to have record attendance at a normal club meeting last week, 49 I think. Our speakers Wes and Jesse really
gave us hope for the future both of them looking to make a
contribution to society and both of them very articulate young
men. The intersection of having speakers from some of the
causes we are supporting is excellent another part of the
thoughtful programme supplied by Greg.

FELLOWSHIP FILM NIGHT,
“SPOTLIGHT”
PALACE DENDY,
26 CHURCH ST, BRIGHTON
TIME:TBC
THURSDAY 25 FEBRUARY
DAVID GOLDSTONE
A NEW APPROACH TO ROTARY
CHAIR: DAVID RUSHWORTH
AV: ROSS PHILLIPS
CASH DESK: LOIS LINDSAY & MARTIN FOTHERGILL
HOST: CHRIS MARTIN
THURSDAY 3 MARCH
MAYOR CR JAMES LONG
CHAIR: MALCOLM SAWLE
AV: MALCOLM PARKS
CASH DESK: LYNDA DOUTCH & CHRIS WERNER
HOST: DAVID RUSHWORTH

Malcolm also gave us a short talk on the proposed structure for
the forthcoming year; the structure is close to the model proposed by Rotary International. Malcolm has put a lot of work,
discussion and thought into this and I am sure that the change
will give us great results.

THURSDAY 10 MARCH
HEATHER CHISOLM & PETER FLUDE
ONE YEAR OF OUR FARMERS' MARKET +
CHRIS MARA ON INTERPLAST
CHAIR: CLEM QUICK
AV: GREG EVERY
CASH DESK: LYNDA DOUTCH & CHRIS WERNER
HOST: DAVID LANGWORTHY

It was great to see Mary Cunnington visiting us again and also
to welcome Peter Varju a local accountant who is checking us
out.
It was the usual busy Rotary week with a large number of committee meetings going on prior to the Thursday meeting, I saw
a fellowship group, an International Committee meeting and
there seemed to be a couple more committees as well.
The Board meeting was on Tuesday night, discussions at this
included the Concourse Festival and the need for it to be family friendly; the in train establishment of a Yayasan to facilitate a
donation to a new Girls Hostel for University of Kupang students, actions to support the retention of the Farmers market,
work by the Treasurer to set up a USD account to enable International Projects.
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The weekend was a full schedule of Rotary activities, the
Farmers Market on Saturday which was very well attended, we raised an excellent amount through the raffle and
so we were able to donate $350 to support the Day on
Oak Street. The new arrangement of keeping an eagle
eye on the gate worked well so no-one had to come and
reopen the gates top let a car out after we had closed.
The Day on Oak street was full on, barbeque and food
handling skills were much in evidence, Heather went
again and again to get more supplies, it seemed we were
never without a queue. So many members assisted,
thanks must go to the following over the two days , David
Hone, John Manks, Rewa Jones, Harry Wolfe, Lynda
Doutch, Tony McKenna, Chris Martin, Wolf Fritze, Pat
Seager, Kerrie Geard, Mike Hede, Phil Hede, Chris D’Arcy, Heather Darcy, Malcolm Sawle, Di Hone, Richard
Jones, Lois Lindsay, Heather Chisholm, Peter Flude,
Maureen Flude, Ken Mirams, Ross Phillips, Kerrie Geard,
Chris Werner, Richard Shermon, Max Darby ( who came
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despite not being particularly well), Some members or
partners were there on both days, or a couple of people
on Friday (setup for market), Saturday and Sunday,
thanks particularly to them.
We were able to give a giant cheque to the club, having a
photo taken with the Mayor, the Oak Street President,
Chris as community chair and me. Hopefully this will provide good publicity.
Someone left a sleeveless club polar fleece (2 XL) at the
market, I have it, just contact me if you are missing it.
I’m looking forward to next week’s film, see you then.

Yours in Rotary
Trish

Our hardworking BBQers did not even have time to
pose for a photograph!
Note; As part of our arrangement with Hocking Stuart discounts on agents fees are available to RCOB members.

Hocking Stuart Sandringham
62-64 Station Street
Telephone: 03 9521 9800
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This Weeks Speaker; Wes Flavell
Topic: National Youth Science Forum (NYSF)
Wes Flavell is a student at Mentone Grammar School and
was sponsored by Beaumaris Rotary to attend the 2016 NYSF.
As well as his academic studies Wes is in the School tennis
team, is a Cadet Under Officer and was elected Head Prefect
for 2016.

A summary of his talk is given below.
What is the National Youth Science Forum (NYSF)?
•
12-day residential program held in January each year
for students before they enter year 12
•
National program – students come from across Australia, selected through process run by Rotary districts
•
Aims to show participants the variety of study and career opportunities available to them if they continue to
study science, technology, engineering and maths
(STEM) at a tertiary level
•
Established in 1983 – more than 10,000 participants
•
Hosted at The Australian National University (ANU) in
Canberra
•
Rotary is founding partner
•
Corporate partners provide funding for the program
Who attends the NYSF?
•
Students about to enter year 12
•
Interested in science, technology and engineering
•
Involved in community and extracurricular activities
•
Students in year 11 in 2016 are eligible to apply for
NYSF 2017
•
Participants come from all over Australia representing
the 21 Rotary Districts
•
In 2016, NYSF hosted students from New Zealand, Germany, and South Africa
What happens at the NYSF?
•
Laboratory and Site Visits
•
Key note addresses and lectures
•
Science dinners
•
Socialising/ networking
National Railway Museum
•
Largest locomotive in the Southern Hemisphere
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Trains have made a strong contribution to Australia’s
history
•
Unique in their ability to serve so many different purposes
Parliament House
•
Tour of House of Representatives and the Senate
•
Learnt the process of passing a bill
•
Performed a mock-up passing of a bill for recycled water Largest locomotive in the Southern Hemisphere
•

National Library of Australia
•
Giant archive of all written sources published in Australia
•
Withholds many documents that are integral to Australia’s culture
•
A collective wealth of knowledge and culture
Presentation on Entrepreneurship
•
Mistakes are viewed as a negative thing, look at mistakes with pride
•
How to lead a life as an entrepreneur?
•
If you have an idea try it out, if it fails, it fails
•
Dr Lachlan Blackhall, Dr Rish Ratnam, Erica Hediger,
Vijay Nandagiri
Rotary Dinner
•
NYSF Alumni Dr Heather Bray
•
Science communication
•
GM foods
•
“Sometimes life doesn’t go to plan, but it’s okay and vital
to ask for help”
What happens after the NYSF?
NYSF Next Step programs
•
Held in school holidays through the year of attendance
•
Visits hosted in major centres where there are NYSF
partners
•
Visit other universities and corporate partners host site
tours
International Programs
•
Open exclusively to NYSF students
•
More than 40 places in 7 different programs internationally
•
Applications close in the March after attending in January – during year 12
•
Highly competitive
In 2015 NYSF students attended …
•
Canada-Wide Science Fair
•
International Science Summer School (Heidelberg, Germany)
•
Research Science Institute at MIT (Boston, USA)
•
London International Youth Science Forum
•
Stockholm International Youth Science Seminar
•
National University of Singapore Summer Science
Camp
Wes clearly found attendance highly beneficial in terms of his
growth as a leader and in shaping his future career choices.
This reinforces the value of seeking out good quality candidates for NYSF in the future.
Page 3
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This Weeks Speaker: Jesse Greenwood
Topic: Hands Across the Water
I am currently working for Bendigo Bank in Beaumaris but my
last day is on Friday the 12th of February.
I have two psych degrees and am going back to uni to do my
masters in clinical psychology this year at the University of
Tasmania.
Since finishing school I have thrown myself into community
work. I built two houses in Thailand when I was 18, volunteer
on a crisis telephone counselling service and was a part of
RYLA in district 9810 for three years to name a few.
I love my sport and have been fortunate enough to play and
coach two seasons of cricket in England.
Hands Across the Water gives at-risk Thai children and their
communities a helping hand. With a long term focus. In 2004,
countless Thai children were left alone and homeless by the
Boxing Day tsunami. Former police forensic specialist Peter
Baines, working with the tsunami disaster victim identification
team, was deeply touched by the number of children left homeless and alone by the natural disaster. He was inspired to establish an organisation that could make a real difference. In
late 2005, a team of committed individuals with the desire to
help others formed Hands Across the Water.
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products. This has created a valuable source of income for the
local community, as well as BTN.
Gift shop
Hands established a gift shop next to the BTN centre which
offers a range of products manufactured locally, most of which
is made in our sewing room. Funds generated from the shop
go directly towards the operating costs of BTN.
Education
A community, education and training centre has been built at
Baan Nam Khem. There are currently around 60 local and
Hands’ children who attend this pre-school.
I took part in in a fundraising ride in Thailand for Hands. The
ride was 530kms in 5 days with the longest day 130kms.
Physically it was the hardest thing I have ever done. To qualify
for the ride I had to raise a $5000 donation which I did in the
one month available for me.
The video of this ride can be found at;

hps://vimeo.com/147069333

Our initiatives create employment and reduce recurrent funding
requirements. Some initiatives generate a modest income,
however, everything Hands has created started with small
steps.
Fish farm
Hands built a fish farm in bushland surrounding the rubber
plantation in 2009. The fish farm and other activities create
chores for the kids. They can also enjoy the results of their
work.
Mushroom farm
Hands built a mushroom farm at Baan Tharn Namchai (BTN)
orphanage that the kids harvest. The kids sell excess mushrooms in the community from the backs of their bikes. There is
stiff competition among the kids to sell the most mushrooms!
Sewing room
Hands invested capital to acquire sewing machines and materials for women within the community at BTN. Women make
traditional Thai garments and other
commercial items for export and sale. The operation has
grown considerably over the past few years and now supplies
multinationals such as Beko, Fisher & Paykel and Miele with

Jesse is looking to fund future rides. If you can
help contact him on:
jagreenwood@live.com.au, 0418 322 703

After more than 500kms of riding we came to our final destination the orphanage at Baan Than Namchai. The reception we
received and the kids we met were incredible. After this tremendous journey where we'd all been pushed further than we
ever thought possible suddenly the reason for all of this became clear. If you asked me would I do this ride again just for
myself the answer would be know, would I do it again for the
kids absolutely. Hearing the stories of the kids that were
enough to break your heart yet seeing the joy, the care, and
the opportunity they had to act like children was so empowering. Here are just two of their stories:
Page 4
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Like many children at BTN, Game lost his family in the 2004
Boxing Day tsunami when he was just twelve. Game lived with
a relative who was financially unable to support him. For his
relatives, the logical solution was to take him out of school and
send him to work. When this plan was presented to Game's
school, they contacted Baan Tharn Namchai director, Khun
Rotjana, asking if there was anywhere he could be accommodated that would allow him to continue his education. Game
was given a place at BTN that allowed him to remain at school.
Through Hands’ support, Game has just completed his law
degree at university.
Captan was just 3 months old when local police captain
brought him to BTN after discovering him on their doorstep
early one morning. Captan is now a happy boy and is much
loved by the staff and children. He has a healthy appetite and
is growing stronger every day. He really likes colouring in but
his hands are not that strong yet. He likes to sing but is sometimes a bit noisy. His favorite thing to do is to listen to stories.
After the ride last year Peter Baines approached about assisting with Young hands 2015. Basically we had 13 young people, tackle 500kms over 5 days and collectively raise almost
$40,000!
The ride itself saw these guys conquer something beyond their
wildest dreams, one quote from one of our riders was "I was
nervous about uni next year, but if I can do this I can do anything" and that's the kind of incredible confidence that this experience gave all of us really!
Here is the blog record from one of the participants on that
ride:
It's been tough. We've all been tested, challenged and pushed
to our absolute limits but you know what, we're here and we're
all sad that this is coming to an end! I could talk about the longest and hardest day on the ride this week, which was arguably
day 3. 120-something kms on the bike, endless rolling hills,
indiscriminately bi-polar weather, thunder storms, monsoonal
rain and then relentless sun. I could talk about some of the
best times we've had on the bike, conquering an epic hill or two
to arrive at the top of the king’s dam, riding into Khao Sok national park, with literally
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the team and I are filled with in hearing some of these guys say
that this was one of the best decisions they've ever made, and
how many of them talk about having gotten more out of this
week than they ever could have imagined. I could talk about
the ridiculous moments where we're all laughing for reasons
we can't even remember anymore. I could talk about the moments where there's a few tears (me included) and there's always a hand there to remind you that nobody
is alone. And I could definitely tell you in detail about the moments we all found our breaking points on this trip. I could talk
about all of these things, and they have all contributed to what
this week has been. But overwhelmingly this ride seems to
have fit the exact bill it was designed to. Reminding each and
every one of us that we are so capable. That our decisions
have the ability to positively impact our world. That our attitude
determines our outcome. That being selfless is one of the best
gifts we could ever sow.
You see that Friday taught me, that the downhill that's coming
once you've conquered that mountain almost contains just as
many challenges as on the way up. Because the climb teaches you, changes you and challenges you, meaning that sometimes it feels like a whole new version of you trying to navigate
the downhill. It's not just cruising, but it then becomes an adventure, an exploration. And any adventure worth its salt isn't
always easy, otherwise they're not really adventures are they.
This week 12 young people were reminded that they were big
and strong, inspirational and impactful, capable and powerful,
and purposeful. And me? I was reminded of all of this and
more. I was reminded that compassion and mercy are some of
our greatest gifts, both to give and receive, I was reminded of
the beauty in acting selflessly, I was reminded of the value of
time, I was reminded of the value of my own life and how I'm
using it. I was reminded that greater things are always to come
and that pain is always temporary. And the 12 forever friends
I've made this week? I can't even say any more.
And even as I come down, as we all come on the downhill from
the huge climb this entire week was, we all have a new challenge of working out how life is different following what we just
did.

breathtaking mountains surrounding. I could talk about the
overwhelmingly beautiful moments in which those faster or
more capable riders have hung back to keep up with those
finding each hill a struggle (which admittedly was me one or
two legs!). I could talk about the pure joy each night, when
everyone goes around sharing their high-lows, highest moment
of the day and the lowest moment of the day, when one of the
most common phrases is “I don't really think I had a low today"
or “my low moment was seeing one of my fellow riders finding
it tough". I could talk about the pride
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Entry forms can be obtained from David Lea and Roy Seager at Beaumaris Rotary or the above contacts
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CLUB STRUCTURE 2015 / 16
BOARD

CLUB SERVICE

President

Trish Smyth

Director

Malcom Sawle

PE, VP

Malcolm Sawle

Auditor

Tony Phillips

Secretary

Roy Seager

1985

UPDATED 2/11/2015

Program

Greg Every

Treasurer
James Glenwright
Foundation
Mike Hede
Branding / PR / Memb’ship Megan Glenwright

Meeting Attendance
Communications
Fellowship

Malcolm Sawle
David Lea
Richard Jones

International
Youth Service

John Beaty
Kerrie Geard

Photographers
Almoners

Community

Chris D'Arcy

Chair /Host /Cashiers /AV

Max Darby, Greg Every
Charmaine Jansz & Geoff
Stringer
Roster

Fundraising

Heather Chisholm

Youth Protection Officer

Malcolm Parks

On to Conference
TEAM MEMBERS

Ken Mirams

International

Community

Youth

Fundraising

Fred Hofmann

Geoff Abbott

David Rushworth

Harry Wolfe

John Sime

Tim Dark

Richard Jones

Heather Chisholm

David Langworthy

Mary Sealy

Tony McKenna *

Roger Frewen

Geoff Stockdale

Richard Shermon

Chris Martin

Geoff Stringer

Ross Phillips

Tony Phillips

Vivienne Zoppolato

David Hone

Malcolm Parks

Lynda Doutch

Lois Lindsay

Charmaine Jansz

Max Darby
John Manks

John Van Dyk (?)

Royal Melbourne Golf

Antony Nixon

Concourse Festival
Richard Shermon

Ken Mirams
Chris Werner

Jim O'Brien
Adrian Culshaw

Mike Hede
Peter Flude^

Kerrie Geard

Branding / PR / Memb.

David Hone#

Clem Quick (Team TBA)

Jim O’Brien

Lynda Doutch

Robert McArthur*

MUNA / NYSF

Masters Golf Parking

David Lea

James Glenwright

Martin Fothergill
^ Farmers Market

Heather Chisolm^
Adrian Culshaw (LOA)
# Indigenous Project

* District

Time to Go
Photograph by Akinori Koseki, National Geographic Your Shot
Akinori Koseki was the only one on
the train platform in the wee hours
of the morning during this snowstorm in Fukushima, Japan. The
photographer caught this train conductor checking his watch just moments before the 5:30 a.m. train
was due to pull out of AizuKawaguchi Station on the regional
Tadami Line. Despite the heavy
snowfall, the train left on time—
helped in part by arriving at a station
with no customers.
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